Energy efficient, fast and large

professional Drying cabinets
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A New Generation of Drying Cabinets
PODAB offers drying cabinets that are energy efficient, fast and large. Regardless of what you are searching for, we have the drying cabinet that will fit your particular
needs. For over 70 years, we have focused on professional drying equipment. We know our products into the smallest detail and develop customized solutions. To guarantee a successful delivery, we guide our customers before, during and after their purchase of commercial drying equipment.
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Swedish-made

Quality Assurance

Carefree Equipment

Latest Technology

Climate Smart

PODABs professional drying cabinets are developed and manufactured in Gothenburg, Sweden.

We have control over the entire
chain from development to finished product.

Drying cabinets in the ProLine
range are durable and reliable
machines that are suitable for
heavy use.

All drying cabinets are equipped
with the HTS. It measures the humidity level and stops the drying
process when the laundry is dry.

All PODAB drying cabinets are
developed to reduce energy consumption. Efficient drying cabinets
that benefit the environment.

Drying Cabinets
FC 20 - Protective Gear Cabinet
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Why Invest in a Drying Cabinet?
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TS 63 E - Fastest Cabinet
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TS 93 E - Largest Cabinet
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New Drying Cabinets
PODABs new drying cabinets that
are faster, more efficient, and bigger are finally here.
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Protective Gear Drying Cabinet
FC 20 - Capacity of 6 Large Uniforms
FC 20 is our drying cabinet that is specially designed and developed for heavy-duty garments such as personal protective garments
(PPE). These garments are typically hard to dry and therefore need
an even more effective drying process. FC 20 is equipped with
unique hangers that dry the garments from the outside and the
inside at the same time. This way, the heavy-duty garments dry fast
and gently.

Technical specifications

FC 20

Capacity, lbs (kg)

44 (20)

Capacity, complete fire suits

166

Energy consumption, kWh

19,6

Airborne sound level, dB(A)

65

Net, lbs (kg)

441 (200

Width, in (mm)

71 (1800)

Depth, in (mm)

31,5 (800)

Height, in (mm)

77 (1955)

Languages, number
Art nr
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Drying time, min

8
131035

”Customized
programs for
drying protective
garments”

Our drying cabinets are developed and manufactured in
Sweden and they come in different sizes and with different
interiors. Although tumble drying is an efficient drying process, it wears out the clothes and isn’t suitable for many
garments such as sheets, blouses, jeans, shoes, bras, bathing
suits, rugs and other delicate or difficult to dry pieces.
They are the perfect option for a gentle and efficient drying
process since they dry without mechanical action. PODABs
drying cabinets are energy efficient, durable, reliable and
user-friendly.
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Fastest Cabinet on the Market
TS 63 E - Efficient Drying Process
Drying cabinet TS 63 E dries garments very fast, in only 42 minutes.
TS 63 E works with dual fans and air channels to create a perfect
balance between evacuated and recirculated air. An underpressure
prevents leakage of hot air into the room, which contributes to low
energy consumption, only 0.5 kWh / kg. If a priority is fast drying,
this is the perfect drying cabinet for you.

Technical specifications
Capacity, Ibs (kg)

17,6 (8)

Hanging length, ft (m)

52,5 (16)

Drying time, min*

42

Energy consumption, kWh

3,0

Airborne sound level, dB(A)
Net, lbs (kg)
Width, in (mm)

62
320 (145)
47,2 (1200)

Depth, in (mm)

25,2 (640)

Height, in (mm)

73,6 (1870)

Lowest installation height, in (mm)

80,7 (2050)

Art nr
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TS 63 E

131032

”Fastest
cabinet on the
market. Drying
takes 42 min.”

Largest Cabinet on the Market
TS 93 E - Maximized Hanging Length
TS 93 is a larger version of our drying cabinet TS 63. This drying
cabinet has the capacity to dry a great amount of laundry, 35,3 Ibs
(16 kg), in a very short time. With 105 Ft. (32 m) hanging length*
and stable construction, the drying cabinet is ideal for drying rugs
and larger textiles such as sheets, curtains, etc.
* = Swinging hanging rail option
Technical specifications

TS 93 E

Capacity, Ibs (kg)

35,3 (16)

Hanging length, ft (m)

52,5 (16)

Drying time, min*

64

Energy consumption, kWh

6,4

Airborne sound level, dB(A)

65

Net, Ibs (kg)

518 (235)

Width, in (mm)

71 (1800)

Depth, in (mm)

31,5 (800)

Height, in (mm)

77 (1955)

Hight/lowest installation height, in (mm)
Art nr

77 (1955) / 84,6 (2150)
131034

”Large cabinet
with a hanging
length of 105 ft.
(32 m)”
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What is PODAB?
PODAB works only with commerical laundry equipment. Nothing else.
That’s what makes us specialists.
Experts in Laundry Products since 1945
PODAB is a Swedish company that has been in the laundry
business since 1945. We develop, manufacture and market
quality products at competitive prices for multiple apartment
buildings, laundry rooms and for professional use. The majority
of our products are manufactured in Sweden.
At PODAB we innovate and offer equipment that benefits our
customers as well as the environment. When choosing PODAB,
you know that you will get energy and water efficient
products.
We are specialists.
And to us you are special.

Get to know PODAB at podab.us
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